Greetings!

OLLI at SBU Summer 2020 semester has begun! We hope you are participating in the summer workshops and other virtual events via zoom.

We hope you enjoy this OLLI Newsletter-While at Home: Issue #6. Please e-mail all suggestions to Liz Wilson at: elizabeth.wilson@stonybrook.edu

OLLI AT SBU LECTURE SERIES

We would like to thank all of our past OLLI at SBU Lecture Series speakers! The generosity of these speakers has been such a wonderful addition to the OLLI program during the pandemic and we all appreciate their time.

RITA ROVER
Culture of Blue Ribbon Chrysanthemums

CLICK HERE TO WATCH LECTURE FROM 5/10/20

Password: OLLI-ROVER2020

*password is case sensitive

UPCOMING LECTURES*

GIL HANSON, PhD
Distinguished Emeritus, Stony Brook University
**TOPIC:**
Geology of the Three Village area and Port Jefferson Village

**BARRY LEWIS**

*You will receive the ZOOM links & passwords for upcoming lectures in separate emails*

**TOPIC:**
Our Classic Catskills

**LET'S SHOW OUR APPRECIATION TO OUR AMAZING WORKSHOP LEADERS!**

They volunteer their time, have quickly adapted & learned how to present their workshops virtually, continue to overcome challenges, and deliver quality workshops to our membership!

**CLICK HERE TO SHARE YOUR MESSAGE OF APPRECIATION**

These notes of appreciation will be shared with the Workshop Leaders.

**IN MEMORIAM**

It is with great sadness that we learned of two OLLI members that have recently passed away.

**SUSAN ADDES**

**MORRIS STRONGSON**
We send our deepest condolences to the

Strongson and Addes families

and the entire OLLI at SBU family during this very difficult time.

STONY BROOK UNIVERSITY

Stay Safe & Healthy!

"We rise by lifting others."

—Robert Ingersoll